
AIR PURIFICATION FOR OFFICES

Why clean indoor air matters and how it can 
impact your profitability
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Keep Staff, Colleagues 
and Customers Healthy

Even before the global pandemic, sick staff cost British firms in excess 
of £70 billion annually in lost productivity. 

Employers face constant challenges to ensure workplaces are healthy 
spaces and that mitigation measures are in place to prevent infection 
spread.

The way that airborne pathogens such as Covid, flu and even the 
common cold can sweep through teams is evidence of the way 
breathing impure and recirculated air in poorly ventilated buildings 
facilitates the rapid spread of illness across teams

The role of air purification and filtration in Infection Prevention Control 
globally has been highlighted by the World Health Organization and 
recommendations made for increasing air changes per hour in all 
internal shared spaces.

Air purification units are an excellent solution to providing constantly 
clean air, without the need for costly upgrades or replacements of HVAC 
systems

Explore this guide to understand more about the role of filtration and 
air flow in not only helping people stay healthy at work, but how by 
improving air quality there is a marked increase in cognitive function 
and productive output.
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THE BUSINESS CASE FOR AIR PURIFICATION

“Creating office spaces that are safe is going to be very 
important to workers moving forward”

Since moving to its new office in 2021, Windsor Federal Savings, a 
Connecticut-based bank, hasn’t had a single instance of Covid 
transmission through the workplace, even with staff back on both 
hybrid and full-time schedules.

Completing an office re-design and fit out during the pandemic 
enabled them to implement infection prevention measures with 
one of the most important upgrades being to improve ventilation 
and air filtration by upgrading the HVAC system and placing HEPA 
air purification filters at each workstation.

Windsor Federal president and CEO George Hermann says these 
upgrades were essential to not only making the office safer but also 
to make employees feel more confident while in the office. “I don’t 
know if people are ever going to feel as comfortable working in 
traditional offices,” he says, “so creating office spaces that are safe 
is going to be very important to workers moving forward.”

(Credit Time Magazine February 2022)

Surveys of office workers show that 60% are concerned about 
the indoor air quality in their workplace

Implementation of air purification measures like those adopted 
by Windsor have been proven to reduce the concentration of 
infectious airborne pathogens by 90%

When the quality of air circulating in offices improves, so does 
productivity and creativity according to a HARVARD MEDICAL 
SCHOOL STUDY. “We found that breathing better air led to 
significantly better decision-making performance among our 
participants... “
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UNDERSTANDING AIR CONTAMINATION RISK

AIRBORNE PATHOGENS

Person to person contamination events spread airborne viruses, bacteria 
and fungi.

When an infected person talks, coughs or even just breathes, droplets and 
aerosols are expelled.  Most of these particles will settle within 2 metres of 
the person, but smaller particle sizes such as coronaviruses, influenza, and 
noroviruses which are below 5um, can remain airborne longer and spread 
over large distances.

This can be exacerbated by both poor ventilation or inadequate HVAC 
filtration, which allows infectious pathogens to survive in the air much 
longer or worse even be moved between different spaces in a building.  
(see next section).

In room air purification can reduce the inhalation of respiratory 
pathogens by a factor of 6! 
(Curtuis et al. Aerosol Sci Technol. 2021;55(5)27.)
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INDOOR AIR POLLUTION RISKS

The pollutant that is responsible for most air pollution deaths is 
particulate matter. These are very small particles made up of sulfate, 
nitrates, ammonia, sodium chloride, black carbon, mineral dust and 
water that are suspended in the air that we breathe. 

Indoor airborne pollution without adequate ventilation and filtration is 
often between 3-5 times worse than outdoors and has a negative impact 
on peoples health leading to 4 million deaths every year.

Sufferers of asthma and hayfever are witnesses to how poor air quality 
can significantly worsen symptoms.  However the effects of breathing 
in dangerous levels of PM2.5 may not be immediately noticeable, other 
than in lower productivity and an inability to concentrate properly. 
(Harvard Medical Review)

The below diagram is a visual of how air pollution that is not filtered with 
can cause long term health problems
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The diagrams above show how in a room with no ventilation, one person can infect five 
others within 4 hours of being in the same space

Image and Study Credits: 
Luis Almodóvar.
José Luis Jiménez: Atmospheric chemist at the University of Colorado) 



VENTILATION VS PURIFICATION

Ventilation is moving air through a space, often combined with heating 
and cooling functions, and is primarily for human comfort. 

Typical sources of ventilation are HVAC/Air handling units which have 
lower filtration grades than air purification units, meaning that outside 
air pollution can find it’s way into a building.

Ventilation is designed to efficiently mix air in a room and push air from 
one space to another, which ironically can lead to rapid contamination 
spread, especially with airborne viruses that are too small to be trapped in 
typical HVAC systems filtration. Researchers have found that it is possible 
for a mechanical ventilation system, without HEPA filters, to transport viral 
pathogens over 50 metres.

The difference with in-room air purification is that by filtering out 99.997% 
of airborne particles within a space, you can constantly decontaminate the 
air, minimizing the risks

TRADITIONAL VENTILATION

The above diagram shows how airborne contamination can be spread 
by traditional HVAC ventilation with supply and return air ducts

AIR PURIFICATION IMPACT

In room air purification uses powerful fans to draw all airborne 
contamination in through HEPA 14 filtration and provides a constant 
supply of 99.997% filtered air.   Portable and fixed HEPA air purification 
can work perfectly well alongside existing ventilation systems and is far 
more cost efficient to implement.

Indoor Air Quality Guidelines

Indoor air should be purified at least 5 times an hour in a shared space.  
This is measured by the clean air delivery rate per m3 per hour.

Filtration should be ideally to HEPA 14 standard with carbon filtration to 
capture harmful VOC’s and prevent odours

Healthy Air Quality levels should target under 25 (AQI) for PM2.5 levels
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What is HEPA filtration? 

High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters trap very fine particles from 
all air that passes through them. HEPA filters are classified according to 
the percentage of particles they trap. 

All Zonitise Corporate Air Purifiers have class HEPA 14 filtration that
removes 99.995% of all particles in the air measuring 0.2 microns (um) 
in diameter which includes viruses such as Sars Cov 2 and influenza.

HEPA filtration has been proven to eliminate airborne Sars Cov 2 
particles in ICU at Addenrbooks within minutes of being turned on.

HEPA 14 filtration is 10 X more effective than HEPA 13 filtration.

How Hepa Air Purifiers work

Contaminated air is 
drawn in by powerful 
fans through the HEPA 
14 filtration providing a 
constant stream of pure 
air emitted

HEPA  14  FILTER 
TRAPS 99.995% of 
airborne pathogens, 
viral aerosols, 
pollen, dust and 
odours odours.

Activated Carbon cloth 
filter Removes odours

Nylon pre-filter 
Removes large 
particles and 
protects the HEPA 
filtration layer
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HEPA AIR FILTRATION – AN OVERVIEW

THE RELATIVE SIZE OF PARTICLES

VIRUSES 0.2 - 0.3μm24

RESPIRATORY AEROSOLS
AND DROPLET NUCLEI 0.4 - 5μm8,22,23

BACTERIA 1 - 3μm

FINE PARTICULATES (PM 2.5) <2.5μm

RESPIRATORY DROPLETS >5μm

DUST PARTICLE (PM10) < 10μm

HUMAN WHITE BLOOD CELL
(MACROPHAGE) - 20μm21

POLLEN GRAIN 20 - 40μm20

FUNGAL SPORE 2 - 50μm19

GRAIN OF SALT 60μm

FINE BEACH SAND 90μm

HUMAN HAIR 50 - 180μm

Areosols and droplet nuclei
can carry viruses and
bacterial pathogens.



ZONITISE AIR PURIFICATION 
SOLUTIONS FOR 

COMMERCIAL SPACES

HEPA AIR PURIFIER
ZONA 620
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This model is a firm favorite for 
large corporate spaces due to 
both it’s high capacity and being 
easy to move around to wherever 
it is required

HEPA AIR PURIFIER 
ZONA CM

A permanent solution to constant 
air purification – the Zona ceiling 
mount air purifier is an excellent 
choice, and saves considerable 
expense on HVAC upgrades.

HEPA AIR PURIFIER
ZONA 490

For smaller offices or conference 
rooms – this model makes 
perfect  sense, with added UV
filter disinfection for maximum 
hygiene



ZONA 620 AIR PURIFIER 
*MOST POPULAR CHOICE

Available to Purchase or Rent – the Zona 620 Air purifier is a firm 
favourite for large corporate spaces due to both it’s high capacity 
and being easy to move around to wherever it is required.

ZONA 490

“For Smaller offices or 
conference rooms the Zona 
490 is an excellent choice”

ZONA CM Air Purifier
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MEDICAL GRADE 
FILTRATION & UVC

HEPA 14 Carbon Filters 
combine with UV to capture 
99.995% of Harmful airborne
Particles

This compact unit provides 
clean air at a rate of 490m3 
making it perfect for medium 
spaces up to 50m2

SMART TECHNOLOGY
Control your air purifier 
from wherever you are 
on our App.

COST EFFECTIVE 

A permanent and proven 
solution to improve the air 
you breathe, without the 
need for costly upgrades 
to your HVAC system.

MEDICAL GRADE 
FILTRATION & UVC

HEPA 14 and Carbon Filters 
combine to capture 99.995% 
of Harmful Particles and 
Odours

HIGH CLEAN AIR 
DELIVERY RATE

This ceiling mount unit will 
deliver 1000m3 of clean air 
every hour making it perfect 
for large open plan spaces 

For a permanent solution to 
constant air purification – the 
Zona ceiling mount air purifier 
is an excellent option

MEDICAL GRADE 
FILTRATION 

Twin HEPA 14 and Carbon 
Filters combine to capture 
99.995% of Harmful Particles

HIGH CLEAN AIR 
DELIVERY RATE

Powerful fans delivery instantly 
clean air at a rate of 620m3 
making this machine perfect for 
larger spaces of 60M2+ 

INCREDIBLY QUIET

Reliably and constantly 
decontaminates spaces 
without disturbing

LIVE AIR QUALITY 
MONITORING

Air quality constantly displayed 
on top and frontal displays for 
maximum visibility

HIGH CLEAN AIR 
DELIVERY RATE



CADR = Clean Air Delivery Rate per hour – typically measured in cubic 
metres

12m

15m

In the above example, assuming normal ceiling heights of 2.4m, we 
have a total room volume of 432m3.  

If we want to purify the air in this space 5 times per hour, we need 
devices that provide a clean air delivery rate of 2160m3 per hour.   

This could be achieved with either 3 number Zona 620’s and one Zona 
490 if you wanted to have all portable options, or you can implement 1 
number ceiling mount air purifier for the desk areas, and portables in 
receptions and private office.

The larger the CADR, the more particulate matter the filter will remove 
from the air.

Typically, the larger the room, the higher CADR you need. Calculate the 
size of the room where you wish to place your purifier, Width x length x 
height. Then multiply this volume by 4 (air changes per hour). This will 
give you the target CADR you need and therefore help you determine 
which machine and/or how many you should purchase for that space.

Room 
Width

X Room 
Length

X Room 
Height

= TOTAL 
ROOM 

VOLUME (M3)

Times X 4 
to get your 

target CADR

What Air 
Purifier Should 

I purchase?

7m 8m 2.4m 134.4 537.6M3
Choose Air Puri-
fier with a CADR 
of at least 550m3
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WHAT AIR PURIFIERS DO I NEED? OPEN PLAN OFFICE EXAMPLE

Choosing the correct CADR for your room size

ZONA 620 AIR PURIFIER 

ZONA CM Air Purifier

ZONA 490 AIR PURIFIER 



Once you’ve sorted out the air quality in your space, 
you need to shout about it!

Display live air quality showing your staff, colleagues 
and customers that they are breathing constantly pure 
air in a safe, and healthy space.

Zonitise offer bespoke solutions that can integrate 
with your IT systems to display your indoor air quality 
to everyone who visits or works in your building.

Reach out for a free indoor air quality assessment 
today!
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DISPLAY THE AIR QUALITY YOU BREATHE

BREATHE 
PURE AIR 

THE AIR IN THIS OFFICE IS 
FILTERED THROUGH MEDICAL 

GRADE HEPA FILTRATION MORE 
THAN 4 TIMES EVERY HOUR TO 
CAPTURE 99.99% OF HARMFUL 

AIRBORNE PARTICLES



SUMMARY

Improving indoor air quality will improve your bottom line – which is 
why it’s an investment, not an expense.

Investing in providing clean indoor air for quickly pays for itself. 

A Harvard Medical School study found that employees performed 
around 
60% better in cognitive tasks than employees in a standard office 
environment with poor ventilation and no filtration.

Recent research suggests that spending around £40 a person every year 
on indoor air quality results in around a £6500 increase in productivity.

And then because HEPA filtration significantly reduces the likelihood of 
airborne infection risk, you are keeping colleagues healthy and able to 
work.

Easy to implement – plug in and turn on for instant and constant 
decontamination.

Air purification is far more cost effective than upgrading or installing new 
HVAC systems

2 year warranty as standard – Zonitise offers a full technical back up and 
training team for support.

FAQ’s

How does an Air Purifier work? 

The most common way an air 
purifier works is to draw air from 
a given space, into the unit and 
then have it pass through several 
layers of filtering devices within 
the unit and then have it 
recycled and released back into 
the room, through a vent from 
the unit, as clean or purified air.

What does HEPA Stand for?

High-Efficiency Particulate Air. 
A HEPA filter is made of number 
of types of fibres. It is designed 
to capture particles with great 
efficiency. A HEPA 14 filter can 
remove more than 99.995% of 
microns down to 0.03 microns.  
Essentially this means that for 
every 10,000 particles entering 
the HEPA filter, an average of 0.5 
would pass all the way through 
the filter

What airborne pollutants does 
an air purifier filter? 

An air purifier uses several 
different filtering (purification) 
technologies to remove airborne 
pollutants such as dust, smoke, 
pollen, pet dander, mold &
mildew spores, bacteria & viruses, 
and other airborne particulates 
as small as 0.3 microns.

What are harmful pollutants?

PM2.5 & PM10 are the most 
renown harmful particle sizes.

What is PM2.5?

PM2.5 are combustion particles, organic 
compounds, metals etc which are so small 
they can bypass the nose and throat and 
easily enter into lungs and blood stream 
and lead to asthma, heart attacks, bronchitis 
and other respiratory illnesses

How many air changes per hour is good? 

4-6 air changes per hour is recommended.

Why are air purifiers needed?

Indoor air is 3-5x more polluted than 
outdoor air. Traditional ventilation and 
HVAC/Air handling systems are for human 
comfort, not for health & wellbeing or 
infection prevention. The only practical 
method to safely reduce airborne 
contamination and pollutants is by passing 
the air through highly efficient filters 4-6x 
per hour.

What are the primary sources of air 
pollution? 

Smoke, Pollen, Dander, Mould & Mildew, 
Dust, Viruses, VOCs

What is a VOC? 

A VOC is a volatile organic compound – a 
large group of chemicals found in many 
products such as sprays. Breathing VOCs 
can irritate the eyes, nose and throat, and 
can cause difficulty breathing and nausea, 
damage the central nervous system. Some 
VOCs can cause cancer.
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How often do filters need to be changed?

Typically HEPA filters are changed every
12 months, although pre-filters need 
vacuuming/wiping down every 2 or 3 
months for maximum effectiveness.



CLEAN AIR
HEALTHY SPACES

https://zonitise.com/
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